Thank you so much for your interest in an Annie’s Doodles
puppy. It is important that you understand the process of
obtaining a puppy from Annie’s Doodles. While our process may
seem a little complex, we have found that it is the best
method to give our depositors the greatest choice and
flexibility with their litter selection and to get them the
puppy of their dreams!
Once you place your deposit you go on to the “master deposit
list”. Deposits are recorded in the order that they come in.
This creates a seniority system. The people on that list have
deposited onto future litters that have not been born yet.
Some people specify certain litters in their application, some
only specify a certain type (size, color, sex, etc.) some people
are open to anything and that flexibility will help them move
up a bit faster. The master deposit list sometimes can grow to
higher than 50 names. When depositors get under #25 on the
list, they may begin to make what we call a “bid” for a litter.
Basically, you are "throwing your hat in the ring" for a litter
when they are born.
Depositors have 7 days after the newborn video is posted to
decide if that is the litter that they want to make a “bid” for.
To make a “bid” you have to be at least #25 or lower on the
seniority list. Then you email this exact email to my assistant.
The subject line needs to say "_____'s litter". (fill in the
___ with the name of the mom dog, ex: Caramel's litter or
Macy's litter) The body of your email just needs to say your
first and last name; nothing else. As you can see, depositors
can choose whether to make a “bid" for the litter list or wait

for another litter. After 7 days, the "bidding window" will be
closed. The pick order is set by seniority. We will take all of
the "bidders" and put them in order by seniority to know what
spot # each person will end up on the litter list. Within 4
days of the bidding window closing, Annie will be giving you a
call to talk about what spot you would be on that litter and to
see if you are ok with that spot or if you want to wait for
another litter. Please only bid when you are ready to take
home a puppy. You will never lose your spot on the seniority
list. Within a couple of days after being put on a specific
litter list, you will get a a "welcome to ______’s litter" email
will be sent to each person with their spot #. Please reply to
that email so that we know we have the correct email and the
correct spot written in our books. Once you email back
accepting your position on a specific litter list, you cannot
back out without losing your deposit.
So...for example:
Say you are number #25 on the reserve master deposit list.
You move up as people ahead of you get puppies. Let's say you
have now moved your way up to position #8. You watch the
site to keep track of where you are in regards to seniority and
when litters are arriving. You have been watching the site and
you see that Caramel just had 6 puppies. Caramel’s litter is
your dream litter so you send off an email bid to us for that
specifies Caramel’s litter. The bidding window closes after 7
days. We then gather all the emails that come in for that
litter and put them in order based on where they are on the

seniority list. Let's say these people emailed with interest in
being on Caramel's litter list: #5 #8 #6 #24 #11 #2 #17
#24 #7. We would then put them in order based on the
seniority list. The list would then look like this with only the
top 6 getting to be put on Caramel's list:#2 #5 #6 #7 #8
#11 #17 #24. Person #17 and #24 would continue to wait for
another litter to bid on but would have less people in front of
them now. If someone that made the list was unsatisfied with
their picking position, we would call person #17 and so on until
the spot was filled. Since you were 5th in order of seniority,
you would become pick #5 for Caramel's litter and would have
two puppies to choose from when Annie calls at 7 weeks to
match you with your puppy.
Let's say you put in a bid but did not make it into that litter
because there were too many people ahead of you in seniority;
#1 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8. No worries! You would just wait for
the next suitable litter and would send another bidding email
saying " ____'s litter!" the next time you saw a litter that you
liked. This process would continue until you were put on a
specific litter list you were happy with.
Annie's Doodles parent dogs are fully health tested and
certified with OFA, for Hips and Elbows or PEN HIP, OFA Eye
certified and Heart. This helps ensure you are getting the
healthiest puppy possible. We give a 2-year health guarantee.
Puppies come to you with their first vaccines, and deworming.
They are vet checked, micro chipped, fed Life's Abundance
super premium dog food and NuVet Plus supplement, imprinted

to eliminate in the litter box, socialized with kids and
pre-spoiled.
Our puppies are $3200.00 plus WA sales tax. The deposit is
$300. You then pay the remaining purchase price when you
pick up your puppy.
If you are ready to take the next step and officially put your
name on the seniority list, please respond to this email by just
saying “I am in! ” We will send you an email of the wait time
you can expect and what litters will be available in the future.
On the other hand, if you find that we are not the breeder
for you, please let us know and we will cut your check in half
and text you a picture of it.
Due to quarantine, we have been flooded with a much
higher volume of deposits. All puppies from litters
currently born or bred are sold. If you place a deposit, it
would be for a puppy born in the future. The wait time at
this point is likely to be about 6+ months per 50 people on
the waitlist.
All the best from all of us at Annie’s Doodles~

